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ADVANCED DATE SHOPPING
Take full advantage of carrier offers to move more 
product, lower costs and delight customers.

Use promotion to 
reduce shipping rates 
or expedited delivery

Leverage special carrier 
conditions prior to last 

minute rush

Ensure on-time 
delivery, whether 
overnight or many 

days out

Select the lowest 
cost method to meet 

promised delivery

Drive sales by 
extending shopping 

cart times

The science behind shipping smarter.
Whether it is the holiday season with a more 
frenetic pace for eCommerce shopping, or you just 
want to have a more methodical way of tracking 
your carrier rates, shipping software can help 
you decide the best shipping options. ProShip’s 
Advanced Date Shopping* module helps you make 
smarter shipping decisions through science.

With ProShip’s Advanced Date Shopping, we 
calculate the best service for delivery that meets 
or exceeds your customers’ expected date to help 
ensure customer satisfaction and cost-efficiencies 
for you. 

* Patent Pending

OF SHOPPERS  
BOLT WHEN SUFFICIENT 
SHIPPING OPTIONS 
AREN’T OFFERED

44%

Advanced Date Shopping 
extends beyond just shipping  
cost to fine tune which carrier 
service you should use. 

ProShip considers detailed 

factors such as your customers’ 

selected delivery requirements, 

if the label is created in time 

to make the trailer cut-off for 

that day, when the trailer is 

scheduled to leave, and all of 

your unique carrier contracts 

including pick-up, transit and 

delivery dates. 

When selecting the applicable 

carrier service, ProShip also 

takes into consideration key 

package and destination 

attributes. These include: the 

package’s weight, dimensions 

and whether it contains 

dangerous goods materials, 

commercial versus residential 

delivery addresses, or if 

there is an extended delivery 

area. ProShip then presents 

normalized shipping costs 

regardless of carrier mode 

(land, air, sea) so they can be 

easily compared to make the 

most cost effective and efficient 

shipping decision. 

Upon selection, ProShip delivers 

the appropriate carrier labels 

and documentation required for 

each shipment in split seconds. 

What’s Advanced
Date Shopping

Let ProShip do  
the heavy lifting. 
• Account for carrier holidays, 

weekends and other non-transit 
days (per service level).

• Account for last trailer pulls when 
all carriers have not been picked 
up for a given ship date.

• Know when the package is 
picked up and placed in the 
carrier trailer.
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ADVANCED DATE SHOPPING
PATENT PENDING

BASIC RATE

ADVANCED DATE SHOPPING

TIME IN TRANSIT
(+ BASIC RATE)

Applicable
Service Selection

Without burdening IT, shipping 
managers input their carriers’ holiday 

schedules, special conditions, 
expanded timeframes, rates and other 

information into ProShip software.

Advanced Date Shopping
It’s accurate, streamlined, organized and easy. 

Business rules, 
carrier conditions 
and special offers 
are implemented 
in real-time—
without disrupting 
productivity.

Carriers offer more 
shipping flexibility 
enabling retailers 
to serve customers 
more flexibly.

Consumers get 
what they want on 
time and can avoid 
expensive next-
day or overnight 
shipping services. 

Benefits

The ProShip Web Configuration Portal provides easy administration
for logistics leaders to maintain ADS rules for pickup, transit, or
delivery options without waiting for time-strapped IT resources.

WHAT YOU SEE WHAT YOU GET

Total Cost
Cost of Shipment

Customers Choice
Selected delivery

requirements

Label Creation Time 
Will it make the cut-off

to the trailer?

Trailer Pull Time
What time does your 
trailer leave today?

Contracted 
Pick-up Dates, Transit Dates, 

Delivery Dates

Cost

Package 
Attributes

Destination
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